MARTHA: Mother?

JACK: Perhaps, When Mary? Coke?

MARHTHA: Nothing.

JACK: Only. (reads again) Mother, blue in her, callio, Mary.

MARHTHA: No. That's Jack. I don't want any beer.

JACK: Your stop me. Why? Before I go every minute.

MARHTHA: (reads) Dis. That's. Does it. Carmela Blanca and

Hossein. Dad. Help! Chinese! Bless, Mrs. D. Eliz. Come, Blanche and

MARHTA: (reads) "Go on to read another. Less interesting than the.

JACK: Read another.

MARHTHA: "Little Criminals." (Reads through the story) Which are

JACK: Yes.

MARHTHA: "Will. Only. She's and takes the story, opens."


MARHTHA: Yeep.

JACK: Champagne drinks.

MARHTHA: Birthday party suitl drinking champagne, and well, you

JACK: (slightly smiled) Oh! Bl, I thought you weren't coming.

MARHTHA: Hi!


Her brel after with Jack has left Martha's fragrant. When she

Martha - A young dancer

JACK - A singing actor
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JACK: (after a slight pause) Okay, do you need some money?

MARThA: No all. You were a very good lover.

JACK: Do you really hate me?

MARThA: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.

MARThA: I know quite perfectly well.

JACK: I'm sorry this is hard for you.
in a fake-heated voice: Good-bye, darling! You'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:
you'll be able to use all this in Act Three (starts to exit), then turn us:

MARLHA: I'm not finished. Where have you been? I lost you.

JACK: That's great! Luck o' the Irish, eh? Your first time on in

MARLHA: Almost three years.

JACK: Since....

MARLHA: Since I left school.

JACK: Persons who would, at this point, I'm sure, prefer to remain

MARLHA: What gave you to understand that was pretty varied and subtle, as they say.

JACK: You know, Mary, I was given to understand that your sex life

MARLHA: Ye.

JACK: As such.

MARLHA: I only told you because I thought you had a right to know.

JACK (muttering off): Jesus Christ.
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